Buffalo Mountain/
Madre Tierra Sister
Coop Project
Hardwick, Vermont & Puerto Rico

BFM Board approves
the Sister Co-op Project
October 22
Myrna made a presentation to request support to once again start a Sister Co-op
project. This time with Cooperativa Orgánica Madre Tierra in Puerto Rico. Our
board fully supported the idea and a committee of board, collective and members
started to develop ideas to help us understand the task at large and our work
relationship with Madre Tierra.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11Eo4IG4OpvdfbGiqDB4i-xZ5SS-FyJoZ7JVij
EtxHX8/edit?usp=sharing
http://www.coopmadretierra.org/
https://es-la.facebook.com/CooperativaOrganicaMadreTierra/

It is difficult to speak about Puerto Rico without using these terms. It is important to
connect these words with United States relationship with its territory.

a US unincorporated territory 1898
colonialism devaluation of currency, imposed import tariffs cabotage laws
imperialism

Jones Act 1917 second class citizenship surveillance wiretapping militarization WWII Korean
War 1952 Free Associated State political prisoners US corporations industrialization

cheap labor involuntary sterilization Operation Bootstrap agrarian to
manufacturing economy migration to urban centers urban sprawl globalization
fifth largest market for U.S. goods “produce what you do not consume, consume what you
do not produce carpetas Section 936 corporate tax break 1976 corporate

pharmaceutical industry environmental contamination incarceration 1996
corporate exodus Plant closures job losses migration$74 billion dollars 45 percent poverty
naval
rate,US Federal Appeals Court to restructure the debt “vulture capitalist” genetically
bombing
modified seeds genetically modified food Promesa Fiscal Control Board
privatization schools and hospital closures funding cuts to education and vital
services reduced pensions reduced wages

In September and October of 2017, Hurricanes Irma and Maria made landfall in Puerto Rico and
the Caribbean. The devastation in Puerto Rico was widespread, and delivered a nearly “knockout
punch” to the island’s inhabitants and economy. Nearly all of the island’s electricity grid was
destroyed, highways, bridges, and communication systems were severely damaged, many
residents lost all or major portions of their homes, schools and hospitals were unable to open,
and tens of thousands of workers were unable to return to their former workplace.
Hurricane Maria is considered the 10th most powerful hurricane since record keeping began. 37.9
inches of rain fell, 80% of the agriculture was lost, coffee being the most affected with 18 million
coffee trees destroyed. It is estimated that it will take 5-10 years to restore approximately 15%
coffee production.
Environmental contaminants released from at least two designated Superfund toxic waste sites
impacted the island’s water supply, and air. Deaths associated with hurricane occurrences are
estimated at more than 1,000, and incidents of hurricane related suicides have increased
dramatically, as has the number of reported murders.
This nascent food sovereignty movement or “movimiento agroecológico” suffered a setback as
farmers woke up the “morning after” to find their farm land eroded, farm equipment and
structures destroyed, and fruit and vegetable crops flooded, submerged under contaminated
water or blown away.

“Imagine if you would---that you live on a tropical island, 100 long by 35- miles wide, that
must import 85 percent of its food from other countries despite its competitive
advantage---abundant sun, favorable climate, fertile soil, abundance of rainfall, land
ownership patterns, tourist economy, and food demands of 3.4 million willing consumers.
This is the case with Puerto Rico, a US unincorporated territory since 1898, when Spain
ceded the island to the US for war indemnities it incurred during the Spanish-American
War.” Manuel O’Neill
When Hurricane Maria hit Puerto Rico on September 20, 2017, Puerto Ricans almost immediately began worrying about disaster
capitalists swooping in to buy up beleaguered public utilities and damaged beachfront property on the cheap.
Naomi Klein visits Puerto Rico six months after Hurricane Maria to see how the government and investors are taking advantage of
the disaster — and how teachers, farmers, community organizers and others are working towards their own vision of the future of the
island.
The post-Hurricane Maria recovery is seized by one overarching question: Who is Puerto Rico for: islanders or wealthy outsiders?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=7&v=pTiZtYaB3Zo

Sample of Cooperativa members’ damage.
Medicinal herb farmer : Lost crops. Damage to his farm
Chicken and egg production : Total damage to his farm. Lost chickens
Coffee farmer : Lost crops. Damage to his farm
Tree fruit farmer : No electricity, damaged trees. No electricity, lost his fruit
tree forest. Many trees on the ground. Need help clearing forest and replanting.
He had a collection of fruit trees.
Farmer : landslide, loss of home
Farmer and beekeeper : No electricity, lost crops, bees, many trees. Many trees
on the floor. Needs help clearing forest and replanting.
Farmer and seed producer : No electricity, damage to greenhouse, crops and
water supply
Dairy farmer/cheese producer : Lost his cows and production

A list of tasks and need assessment /Where to begin?

Arboleda Tintillo, Guayama Puerto Rico

The Solidarity Bus gets us
where we need to go
complete with work tools,
camping gear, food and
portable kitchen
equipment.

The work

From a statistic to real people

Carlos Lago and Justina are active members of
Cooperative Madre Tierra. They were bringing
fruits to the markets and have been working to
preserve native varieties of fruit. They are
stewards of the land with a strong work ethic
and persistence, love of community and country
and willingness to prevail. They, as our friends
from

Cooperativa Orgánica Madre Tierra are the
face of resistance and the face of those who are
working to innovate and articulate
sustainability, equity and inclusiveness in
society. They expressed their thankfulness and
gratitude for the important work of the
delegation each time we communicate.

Farmer/seed producer: No electricity, damage to greenhouse, crops and water supply

Goals long term and short term
Within the bigger context, our involvement in this
project is about lending support to a greater
movement of farmers, producers and visionaries that
understand the important role that agricultural
activity has in ensuring food security, in stimulating
and expanding economic growth within the other
sectors of the economy that help to build and
development of a nation.

With the sister coop relationship we hope to
assist in the farm recovery efforts underway in
Puerto Rico by:
●
●
●
●
●

organizing work brigades
organizing farmer skills exchanges
supporting ongoing work toward an organic
label and education
continued fundraising effort for farm
recovery projects and expansion
continue to underscore the importance of
ecological agricultural practices as the
driving economical force that it is, as well as
the articulation of resistance to neo colonial
practices

Upcoming Events
●

Fundraising and informational dinner

on Friday June 22 at
Puerto Rican food and talk with Nelson Alvarez,
one of the proponents for sustainable farming
practices and food sovereignty in Puerto Rico
●
●

Memorial Day Plant Sale
BFM coop parade float

PLEASE LET OTHERS KNOW ABOUT THE
SISTER COOP PROJECT
VOLUNTEER TO HELP WITH FUNDRAISING
EFFORTS
LET US KNOW IF YOU WOULD LIKE A
PRESENTATION FOR AN ORGANIZATION
ROUND UP AT THE REGISTER

Why are we getting involved in this project?
“Because this is what we do.”
Principle #6: “Cooperation among cooperatives. Cooperatives serve their
members most effectively and strengthen the cooperative movement by working
together through local, national,regional and international structures.”
We share the mission and values of the food sovereignty movement in Puerto
Rico, its purpose, and determination, and sense of justice, and wish to be involved
during this critical time in their lives and struggle for self-determination.
As we have in the past with the Vermont Nicaragua Sister Co-op project during the
US Contra war, Myrna approached the board to develop a relationship with
Cooperativa Organica Madre Tierra.

Resources: These websites will also be available on Buffalo Mountain’s
web page.
●

●
●

●

●

Our sister co-op’s web page: http://www.coopmadretierra.org/
Our sister co-op’s facebook page:
https://es-la.facebook.com/CooperativaOrganicaMadreTierra/
“The Battle For Paradise” - Naomi Klein visits Puerto Rico six months after
Hurricane Maria to see how the government and investors are taking
advantage of the disaster — and how teachers, farmers, community
organizers and others are working towards their own vision of the future of
the island.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=7&v=pTiZtYaB3Zo
Sister co-op’s list of farmers needing help:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bMzO_PTuXkzs4Gtn9ag-jD0LjQv
i48ldcDvgd5VXq2I/edit#gid=1386834576
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdy8vrIjj8o1-BFdsBORSceNm3dMrkZJkkPzKtIXsi4a

Frank Sauer
Frank is an active member of Buffalo Mountain
Co-op. He has ample experience working with
machines from car, trucks, tractor and mainly
aircraft. He helped built a couple of
houses,including wiring and plumbing. Recently
he has been driving a truck around the eastern
part of the US.

Manuel, a Nuyorican from the Bronx who has been living in VT. with his wife Myrna 1976
were they grow and tend a variety of vegetables, fruit trees, grapes, and berries on our 1
acre plus garden. His mother and father’s families migrated to the US in the early 1900’s
from Mayaguez, and San Juan, respectively, and in the US worked in the garment
industry, and were one of New York’s first bodegueros

Manuel has a master’s degree from Goddard College in Farm and Food Policy where he
researched the impact of industrial agriculture on the food supply, incidents of hunger,
local economies, and democratic institutions and practices. Manuel has taught college
courses on the global economy, US and world food policy, and Puerto Rico and Cuba.

Sulién R. O’Neill

Sulien was raised in Vermont. He studied
aviation and management in New Hampshire.
He has an MBA and currently lives with his
daughter and wife in California. Sulién felt
compelled to help out in his mother’s and his
grandparents country of birth.

A delegation of five volunteers come together
Annie Gailard & Louie Pulver

Organic farmers for over 35 years mostly
growing vegetables for storage in a root cellar
and selling throughout the winter. Annie has
worked at Buffalo Mountain Food Cooperative
for over 30 years. Currently finishing a Masters
Degree program in Cooperative Management
through St Mary’s University in Halifax, Nova
Scotia. They both had worked in other work
brigades building in Ecuador and Madagascar.
and in New Orleans after the hurricane.

¿El fin?
Gracias

Don’t stop,
keep
rounding up!

Contributors: Manuel F.O’Neill, Annie Gaillard,Louie, Frank Sauer, Sulien R. O’Neill
Prepared by Myrna Miranda O’Neill

